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Note from the Editor
The four months since our last newsletter have been a mixed bag with the only planned activities to take place being those
prior to Covid-19 restrictions being reinstated for NSW Regional Areas in the last week of June. Our program was put on hold;
however, we were permitted to walk in pairs for exercise within our own LGAs. David M resumed Saturday evening Zoom
campfires to keep Ramblers connected, and later arranged a Zoom meeting for Gavin Dale, Secretary of Bushwalking
Queensland Inc. to give a very interesting presentation on a possible Gondwana Rainforest Trail linking the rainforests from
Southeast Queensland to Barrington Tops.
Philippa and John, and Margrid were very lucky to escape and dodge lockdowns and lockouts travelling independently to the
Kimberley – John and Philippa in their camper van and Margrid with Willis’s Walkabouts. Two great stories are included to
enthuse us and make sure we get there one day when we can.
Covid restrictions were eased in the second week of September allowing groups of five fully vaccinated people to exercise
outdoors in their LGAs. They were further eased on Monday 11 October, after the State reached its 70% double dose
vaccination target allowing fully vaccinated members to travel beyond their LGAs, but not to the Greater Sydney Area which
continued under stay-at-home orders. Taking advantage of this relaxation Nick, based in relative luxury at Bimbajah House
on Pomany Station in the Widden Valley organised exploratory day walks over a week in preparation for his future backpacks
along the Monundilla Range.
It is with great sadness that we report the passing of Joan Robinson who was our longest serving member. Joan joined the
Ramblers in 1967 and was elected our first life member. She died in hospital aged 92 after a short illness.
With a bit of luck, we will have a good run now, although it is tricky to do any planning for those wishing to leave NSW or
Australia for that matter.
Although it has been a very lean period for walking, I do much appreciate those members providing reports and photographs
for this newsletter.
Best wishes from Bob

Unbelievable Hardenbergia violacia, Yengo NP – August 2021

‘I went to Stockyard Creek with David M earlier in the year and there was a carpet of vines that were a tripping hazard .
I really wanted to go back and see them in flower as I knew they would be amazing! Here they are - Hardenbergia violacea
Note by Sue L
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Willis’s Walkabout, Drysdale River, Kimberley, WA - 20 June to 4 July 2021
Walkers: Margrid and 11 others
This was a terrific walk, but I used up a few luck tickets during this trip. A last-minute cancellation had occurred on this trip,
and I managed to book that place on the walk (luck ticket 1). At the time of departure, Corona virus was beginning to spread
in Sydney, but the interstate boarders had not yet closed, and flights to Darwin and Kununurra were still departing on 18 th June
(thank goodness). The borders to western Australia closed the next morning after I arrived in Kununurra (Luck ticket No 2
used).
Saturday was spent in Kununurra doing last minute food shopping, as we needed to take 14 breakfasts and 14 lunches. Then
I explored the Hidden Valley National Park, 20 minutes’ walk from Kununurra. It was like a mini–Bungle Bungles, with amazing
towering red and black striped sandstone tors, and stunning winding cool narrow gorges in between.
Early Sunday morning, we were picked up and taken to meet the 9-seater float seaplane, for a stunning one-hour flight from
Kununurra to Drysdale River National Park. As there were twelve people in the group, the seaplane did two trips to get us and
all our gear and two weeks food into the Drysdale River.

Our 12 seater float seaplane arrives on the Drysdale River in Drysdale NP, and one of the many Aboriginal art sites located in red
rock ledges high up on the escarpment overlooking the river. Elders have requested that photos of artwork not be displayed.

This is a pristine wilderness area, with no roads or tracks, or buildings. (The only unfortunate signs of human interference were
the cane toads). We left half our food in drums at the landing site to collect in seven days, and then headed off with full packs
clambering over boulders and bashing our way through the spinifex and pandanus to our first campsite on a rock platform by
the river. (By the end of the trip, most of our cloths were ripped, torn and absolutely filthy and sticky from the spinifex sap).
The first swim in the river was very refreshing, as walking in daytime temperatures of 33 oC with quite high humidity took its toll
on the group. Hydralyte electrolyte solution was a real lifesaver during this trip, and fortunately you could drink the water
straight from the river, without treating it.
A three-course dinner was cooked by our guide. I discovered that dehydrated and then rehydrated hummus and dips and
crackers made an excellent starter. Main meals were simple rice, vegetables and lentils, and desert was usually chocolate
mousse. The sunsets each day were superb. The guide would extinguish the fire soon after dinner, so we ended up in bed
quite early each evening. I slept without a tent, under a light mosquito net. I would lay in bed looking up at the most amazing
star scapes, watching shooting stars, and the milky way seemed so close, it seemed you could almost touch it. There were
usually several wake-up calls from different owls during the night.
The guide started the fire and boiled water for us by 0600, and 0700 was ‘map time’, where we were shown the days route,
and we started walking 0705 each morning with full packs again, off to our next camp site via some stunning ancient aboriginal
rock art sites (each day we would visit 1-3 art sites). The distances travelled each day were not large (8 to 10 km), but the
terrain was rugged and tough, and so it was slow going.
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The aboriginal art sites were in red rock ledges high up on the escarpment overlooking the river. There were usually stunning
views, shade, and a cool breeze through the art sites, so you could imagine the ancient aboriginals lazing around these sites,
sitting out the heat of the day, telling stories. Their tools and tool making sites were all around us. The art sites were ancient,
often depicting animals which don’t exist in that area anymore (such as thylacines, jelly fish and dugong) The hunting and
fishing scenes, family scenes and dancing figures were exquisite. The Gwion Gwion human figures had many styles, including
‘tassel’, ‘sash’, ‘elegant’ and ‘clothes peg’ figures. Scientific dating of some of the art in the Drysdale River National Park in
February this year revealed the art to be 17,000 years old, making it the oldest known rock art in Australia.
To reach some of the art sites, we had to wade across the river chest deep in water, holding our packs over our heads, and
on the final day, we actually swam across a wide stretch of river, pushing our food, clothes and shoes, (which were in metal
drums) ahead of us. Inevitably, I would get covered and bitten by green tree ants every day. The green tree ants would build
their nests in tree leaves at about head to belly button height. The first few people walking past would stir them up and make
them angry. By the time I walked past, they were truly mad, and would bite my belly button, and get in your hair and ears and
under your cloths. There was many an urgent striptease dance to get your clothes off and deal with the ants.
To supplement our energy, we licked out the sweet sap out of the grevillea flowers. By the end of the day we were often
craving some protein. Fortunately, one member of the group was a keen fisherman, and caught us two barramundi or other
fish most evenings (which we cooked by lying them in the coals of the fire). They tasted delicious.
One evening and night, despite it being the dry season, the heavens opened, and we had heavy rain most of the night. Most
of us were not prepared for the heavy rain, and we took shelter under rock ledges. My rock ledge turned into a river during the
night, and I spent the night sitting on my airbed under the rock ledge, with about 3 inches of water running all around me.
Some other members of the group had bats flying in and out of their rock overhangs, and most got gear wet. However, in the
heat of the next day, everything dried out again (including my head torch, which had become submerged under 3 inches
water).
When we reached Solea Falls, we encountered a freshwater crocodile, which was looking up at us absolutely puzzled, as it
had not seen humans before, and it was probably also trying to work out if we could become its lunch. Swimming in the rapids
above the falls was fantastic. We could swim behind the smaller waterfalls and look out through the waterfall like a curtain and
then jump in and swim out through the waterfall again. The birding in the Drysdale River was excellent, and I saw 25 ‘lifers’
(birds that you have not seen before in your life). Everyone in the group got on quite well, and frequent evening discussion
was usually past walking experiences and ‘food’, how to dehydrate it, and what we would eat when we got back to civilization
(mine was poached egg and smashed avo on gf toast). It was a real privilege and pleasure to spend a special 14 days in this
ancient unspoilt land of the Drysdale River National Park.
Before we knew it, our seaplane arrived again. Our pilot stepped out and handed us each a face mask and hand sanitiser.
Darwin and Perth had been in lock-down and covid was spreading. It was like a time warp experience. In an instant we were
transported from our ancient pre-historic calm world back to the future, with flight cancellations, border closures, lockdown and
travel plans in disarray. I used my third luck ticket when I managed to get a seat on the last Qantas flight out of Darwin back
to Sydney before all the flights were grounded due to covid.
Report and photos by Margrid

Walking along a side creek of the Drysdale River, swimming to admire the rock art under a ledge, and a swim in the rapids of Solea
Falls
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Backpack to Pantoneys Crown, Capertee Valley – 26 to 28 June 2021
Walkers: Col (leader), Neil, Meegan, Melissa, Aaron and Peter
A pre-walk check found the NPWS website indicating Crown
Creek Trail was closed due to bushfire and flood damage. A call
to the Mudgee office proved fortuitous with the Ranger, Adam
telling me it was reopened and changing the status on screen
as we spoke, he also gave me some interesting info on local
conditions, and the slow recovery from the Gospers Mountain
fire of late 2019. He said some ridges around Pantoneys were
showing almost no recovery of flora whilst others fared better. I
agreed to send some photographic evidence of our
observations along the way.
Saturday 26th morning, and after some late scratchings due to
covid vacs concerns, our group of now six made an early start
Melissa, Aaron, Meegan, Neil and Peter at Pearsons on a chilly but clear day. We rendezvoused at lovely Denman
Lookout on the way with views to the next day’s objective
for a scrumptious breakie, with Aaron disappointed the local
bakery was not open for a nourishing pie or two. Pushing on we enjoyed a perfect morning taking in the magnificent scenery
of the Bylong Valley Way through Goulburn River NP and beyond. After Rylstone, a detour was taken via the Capertee Valley
to really get a visual taste of the days ahead, this added about 20minutes to the drive but the feast for the eyes was worth the
effort.
Along the way the developing Covid outbreak in Sydney was monitored with changed conditions expected when we rejoined
‘civilisation’. We took another break for lunch at the friendly Capertee Roadhouse/Café/General Store before the obligatory
photo stop at Pearsons Lookout 3k south, with its spectacular panorama of the Capertee Valley and Pantoneys. Next it was
south to Ben Bullen where we turned east and hit the dirt for 13km along Hutchinson Trail then Moffit’s Trail, some of which is
on the very top of the Great Divide and some through sloppy mud by Jews and Baal Bone Creeks. The views were expansive
compared to previous visits due the ravages of the 2019 Gospers Mtn super fire which had devastated most of this area, and
we were soon at Baal Bone Gap (GR 293 187) at 930m ASL.
After some last-minute gear checks we were underway, happily sauntering down the steep fire trail into the Crown Creek
Valley 400m below. An hour and a half later we found the beaut little campsite adjacent to Crown Ck (GR 308 229) at 530m
ASL, with the water depressurisation station nearby to access treated town water and to cook dinner. Crown Creek was flowing
gently due to 10mm rain two days earlier and the landscape was moist and fresh looking. A fantastic campfire was set, and
we had a lovely mild night. Soon after crawling into my bed under my fly, I was joined by a small mouse sized marsupial
hopping around looking for an easy meal, I shooed it away and had a peaceful night, mindful that some animal life had returned.

. Aaron and Neil, and Peter, Aaron and Meegan under cliff line on the way up, and Peter and Col on Patoneys Crown

Sunday 27th morning, cool but not the frosty start forecast, we set off up to the ridgeline that got everybody’s temperature up
and blood circulating. The 130m elevation gain behind us, we now had 2.5k of gentle walking through a thinned-out bush
which revealed magnificent views usually obscured by foliage. Soon enough the terrain steepened, then got much steeper as
we scrambled up the scree slope to the base of the cliff line that surrounds the hidden world above on the plateau. Next, we
made our way to the very NE tip of the Crown, passing through a beautiful white sandy overhang which protects a magnificent
lyrebird nest on a high sloping ledge (Arthur recalls this nest has been there for 20+ years, and it is still in use having survived
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the fire). The landmark Lone Pine growing atop a rock tower showed the get up chute at (GR 292 247). We climbed, and pack
passed and hauled our way through a maze of rocky outcrops, using a rope assist for the final exposed climb.
Thanks, Neil, for the free climbing and rope setting. Great teamwork had us soon enough on the top with congratulations all
around. At this spectacular location we enjoyed lunch under an azure, cloudless sky with a panorama from Mt Airly and Mt
Genowlan around the valley to Glen Davis and back up Crown Creek. Unforgettable!
Camp was planned for the SW end of the plateau a km away. We meandered through the pagoda maze and fire ravaged
terrain to the high point at 1020m, located the logbook, snapped some pics and moved along. I was surprised to be able to
see the smokestack and cooling tower steam of Mt Piper Power Station 20km away to the SSW. The views to the west over
Coco Creek appeared greener than Crown Creek, though it had burned too. Leading the group through the burnt, blackened
shrubbery I looked like a fire-fighter by the time we arrived in camp. The usual protected campsite was overgrown with regrowth
of acacia and eucalypt, so we camped close to the cliff edge nearby (GR 284 237) at 960m ASL, which made for a scenic but
windy night by the fire. We could clearly see Mt Piper from our campsite too.
(Note to Frank, there was plenty of water on the top in puddles on pagodas and all the non-rocky areas were damp under foot from
the recent rain. We did not have time the find the mythical water source, though we are fairly sure we know where to look next time
[GR 2845 2385 ]. Walking just days after the winter solstice meant minimal daylight hours and a good camp and fire was our priority.)

We had another fantastic fire just metres from the cliff edge, with views back around the Crown Creek valley to Baal Bone
Gap and Baal Bone Point. All had eaten dinner before nightfall and were rugged up cheerfully chatting into the evening. Upon
retiring for the night Peter found a rat (not sure if rodent or marsupial) checking his camp for food, it scurried away to my camp
when startled by our lights, then under a nearby boulder.

Group poses at the cairn which is the highest point of Patoneys Crown (1020m).

Meegan and Neil at Baal Bone Pt looking back to Pantoneys, and Melissa on Baal Bone Point
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Early, we were awoken by Meegan confronting the pest trying to get into her gear, she was amazed that it stood up to her for
a fight. At daybreak Peter found it had gnawed through his pack pocket and had devoured all his scroggin! More unexpected
return of life to report to parks ranger Adam (my fifth visit and first time I have seen mammals atop Pantoneys, previously only
birdlife).
Monday 28th, was an early start. We sang Happy Birthday to Aaron over breakfast (44 and still cute), then after a brief
miss direction too far west looking for the get down passage, we soon found the path on the extreme southern point of the
Crown (GR 2835 2370). More pack passing, ledge crawling before setting a rope to climb down the steepest section. With
great teamwork we were quickly at the base of the cliffs and walking down the scree slope looking to stay on the saddle
heading SW towards Baal Bone Point.
We followed the old fence along the saddle taking a break at the lowest point (GR 284 237) at 690m ASL. I was looking out
for Royce’s favourite old tree, a large bulbous Kurrajong, but alas it was not found. Hope it didn’t succumb to the fire, but there
is a lot of regrowth in this area with many younger Kurrajongs have survived the inferno, and masses of Hardenbergia to trip
you up, though the flowers were pleasant.
It was now onward and ever upward following the ridge to the imposing Baal Bone Point. 2/3 of the way up we were surprised
to pass through an area which seemed untouched by the bushfire that just a few hundred metres earlier had left a scorched
earth with rocks baked pink and orange. The unburnt area went all the way up to the underside of the cliffs at BBPt. We took
another short break before the crawl through passage and pack passing climb up to the plateau. With more teamwork this
was soon conquered, and we found a sheltered spot for lunch on top with a fabulous view back to Pantoneys and beyond,
(GR272 222) at 960m ASL. With the instruction to stay left along the cliff edge where possible the younger members of group
set off ahead and we soon found ourselves below some magnificent, colourful sandstone overhangs that I had previously not
seen. We walked under these beautiful rockfaces with sheltered campsites and expansive views for several hundred metres
between GR 273 218 & 273 215. They will be revisited!
By 3pm we were back at the cars having negotiated the pagoda mazes with the help of greater visibility than on previous trips.
It was a spectacular walk along the valley rim and a tricky final descent to the cars. After a quick change we were homeward
bound to the news of a heightened Covid risk and mandatory mask wearing etc.
A quick stop at Capertee showed the change of two days with all tables removed from the café and takeaway only. Good news
for Aaron though, still a few tasty pies in the oven. I had one too! The two carloads then bid farewell and high tailed it back
home. 2nts/20k/970m Map: Ben Bullen
A fabulous weekend with good company and great teamwork. THANKS TO ALL

An example of the Pagodas on Pantoneys Crown, and Baal Bone Point from below

Report by Col.

Photos by Neil and Col

P.S. Bushfire photos were sent to National Parks and greatly appreciated by Ranger Adam.
He passed on contact details for a landholder north of Pantoneys on Crown Creek Trail who assures me the summit return
can be achieved as a daywalk from his property and happy to have Ramblers do just that.
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Bike Ride to Fosterton – 26 June 2021
Riders: Arthur (leader) and seven Ramblers

A great group shot at the start and Sue beside the Fosterton Bridge

Some rather nice country scenery along the ride
Photos by Sue L

The Great North Walk

New signage has been installed at Queens Wharf, Newcastle - the start of the Great North Walk south.
It displays a pretty good aerial map of the full walk
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Vale Joan Robinson – 28 March 1929 to 2 August 2021
It is with great sadness that I record the passing of Joan Robinson, our first Ramblers life member on 2 August, at the age of
ninety-two after a short illness in hospital. Joan had recently moved from her home of many years in Rathmines to a nursing
home in Mayfield.
Joan’s father was a paymaster for the Dept Main Roads on various construction sites in the State. Joan would often reflect
fondly of her early teen years living in the paymaster’s cottage at Milbrodale (Camp #1) during the emergency WW2 reconstruction of the Putty Road, a strategic alternative route north from Sydney. Joan’s father was a bushwalker and it was
here that Joan with her father would explore the wonderful sandstone country around them developing her lifelong passion for
bushwalking and history. Joan attended Singleton High School and later Newcastle Girls High when her father was relocated
to Stockton to be involved in the construction of the Williamstown Airstrip. Later he was moved to the south coast for something
to do with the Snowy Mountains Scheme and Joan spent two years at Bega High School.
Upon completion of her Leaving Certificate, Joan attended the Sydney Conservatorium of Music before embarking on her
teaching career. Joan was a pianist and had a great singing voice.
In her twenties Joan sailed to Great Britain to teach for two years in a London primary school and whilst there took the
opportunity to travel and hitch hike widely throughout Europe. On her return to Australia her early teaching posts were at Bulli
High School and later at East Hills Boys High School teaching music and history.
In 1967 Joan returned to Newcastle to nurse her mother after her father had died and lived at Bar Beach. She had been
transferred to Swansea High School and her subsequent appointments were to Gateshead High School, and then Glendale
High School from which she retired in the early 1990s.
Back in Newcastle Joan immediately enrolled in a WEA Newcastle history course and then in July 1967 she attended a sixweek Newcastle YMCA Ramblers Bushwalking course which led to her joining the Club in her late 30s – she was the oldest
member amongst a young and energetic group in their early 20s and was immediately adopted as ‘Old Joan’. Joan set the
tone for the Club which has persisted today.
She was no stranger to bushwalking and prior to joining the Club Joan had taken on the challenge of the Cradle Mountain
Overland Track on two occasions, amongst many other adventures including caving. Being a teacher, she took advantage of
holiday periods, particularly the long summer vacation to head off on extended camping trips somewhere in Australia.
Joan quickly became an integral part of the Club and was a natural leader. She was Club President for two years, Secretary
for five years, Vice-President for a year, Treasurer for four years and Walks Officer for nine years and was elected a life
member. She contributed interesting and well written items to the Club’s log books and newsletters.
Whilst teaching at Gateshead High School Joan became very involved in the Duke of Edinburgh Scheme introducing young
people to bushwalking, many of whom later joined the Ramblers.
I was one of a more mature cohort of aspiring bushwalkers which joined the Club in 1984 along with David M, Ingrid and the
Mannweilers, enthusiastic to learn what we could. Joan introduced us to so much – great bushwalking locations, backpacking
adventures, caving, navigation, and camping skills - all flavoured with history along the way. Her favourite locations included
the Barrington Tops, The Great North Road, Mt Yengo and its surrounding Aboriginal cave art and engraving sites, the
Macdonald River, Wrights Creek, Mogo Creek to name but a few, Over the years Joan had befriended many local property
owners and was able to gain access to pretty well anywhere worthwhile. For example, John Bowen the owner of the Mt Yengo
property would leave the gate key under a rock at the Wollombi Police Station, and we would always receive a warm welcome
from the Harris family at the head of Widden Valley. We spent many memorable stays on these properties.
Joan had a keen interest in and an extensive knowledge of our Australian history and in later years belonged to the Australian
Historical Society, the Convict Trail Project, and the Dharug and Lower Hawkesbury Historical Society. In October 1995 she
participated in a re-enactment of Mathew Everingham’s 1795 exploration of the Lower Blue Mountains and to locate his
‘Thunder Storm Cave’ on Wheeny Creek. Always keen to pass on her knowledge and the information she had collected over
the years you would receive an unexpected letter in the mail with snippets, hand drawn maps, and track notes. I still have her
video of the Tasmania West Coast Wilderness Railway and a book on one of the infamous shipwrecks along the Victorian
Coast.
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Joan had plenty of special birthdays – for her 70th it was a camp in Wrights Creek and a day walk to Finchs Road and its
lookout over Wisemans Ferry – for her 80th birthdays it was a backpack to camp and celebrate at that lookout. For her 90th it
was a huge reunion of 120 current and former members at the Shortland Wetlands.
In the late 1980s after Stan M and Dawn G joined the Ramblers Joan formed a very close thirty-five-year long friendship with
Stan which saw them in their 70s walking together each week somewhere in the bush for morning tea and lunch - a routine
which came to an end only when Joan with failing eyesight was 88 and Stan was running out of puff at 89. Joan was not really
into geology, but she and Stan were members of the Amateur Geological Society of the Hunter Valley enjoying the good
company, its social aspects, and the many and varied trips into the outdoors.
On a lighter note, Joan was a formidable talker, be it at a Club meeting, along the track or on the phone. What she had to say
was always so interesting though and she had an amazing ability to remember the intricate details of people, locations, tracks,
Aboriginal art sites and their contents, and European heritage. Many of us each has a copy of Joan’s map with its dots showing
the locations of Aboriginal sites – it has taken us years and we are still trying to discover them all.
Joan never married and made teaching, bushwalking, history and the Ramblers her life. Joan was just a lovely friendly person
to be with and we have missed walking with her over the past few years. She was generous and always cheerful no matter
the circumstances declaring on occasions when it was raining and miserable that ‘I love walking in the rain’.
We will miss Joan and continue to remember her on our walks and around the campfire.
Bob

A great group of Ramblers at one of the Club’s Rylstone StreetFeast gatherings ten or so years ago. On the left is Kim who Joan
taught at Swansea High School and on the front right is Ros who Joan taught with at Swansea High School. Others in the group
are Peter and Robyn, Stephen, John H, John S, Will H, Glenn, Sandra W, Lois, Sandy and David M
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Timor Creek Backpack – 29 to 30 June 2021
Walkers: Bob (leader), Peter and Tracy, Frank, Malcolm, Ingrid, Mark, Lynne W, Kevin
We departed Newcastle in fine weather with a forecast of rain
showers for the day, which would clear up later on Wednesday.
Arriving at the Myrtle Café in Wollombi before 9.30am we were
welcomed by the staff who have been short on patrons since the
Sydney Covid shutdown which commenced earlier that week.
Our plan for a more leisurely backpack allowed time to visit
Finchley Trig Lookout (with its distant views shrouded in low
cloud), the nearby Aboriginal Heritage sites and the recently
created cultural walk. We also visited the small Aboriginal
‘women’s cave’ just below the camping ground
By the time we reached the Nowland Creek Trail entrance at
Mark, Lynne, Frank, Bob, Kevin, Tracy, Ingrid and Malcolm about 11.30am it had well and truly clouded over and looked like
rain. We walked along the Nowland Trail diverting to the left down
on the refurbished Finchley Trig Lookout
the Timor Creek Trail about 600m from the start. A little further
down the trail we stopped for lunch with a few spots of rain before descending steeply into Timor Creek. The trail was hard to
follow in places initially along the right bank before crossing to its left bank and through 2.5km of knee-high bracken fern and
other weeds. Our planned campsite was near the old cattle yards. This is a great open spot on former grazing land with good
water and is the site that several Ramblers gourmet backpacks were held in former years. We had time for a leisurely stroll
downstream following the trail for a kilometre before turning back to get the fire going and enjoy our surrounds.
It rained on and off for most of the night after we had turned in, and we awoke to a heavy mist and wet tents. Frank had the
fire going early for breakfast – thanks Frank. We really enjoyed the one-hour 150m climb to the south above our camp site to
reach the ridgeline above. There were several small cliff lines to scramble through on the way. The bush was generally open
following the 2019 bush fires with some wonderful Eucalypt and understory regrowth occurring. Early Spring flowering of some
species had commenced and there were extensive carpets of Flannel Flowers about to burst into flower – should be
spectacular.
Once on the ridgeline the understory thickened up as we pushed through wet vegetation. By morning tea north along the ridge,
we were pretty wet and well blackened from the remains of the fires. We were back at the cars by 12.30pm for a change of
clothing, a bite to eat, and then back to the Myrtle Café.
This was a great little walk of about 15km length with less than 4hours of walking on each day. Thank you everyone for your
great company.
Report and photos by Bob

We camped near to the disused cattle yards on a level grassy sections of the Timor Creek Trail. Frank is featured.
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Early flowering Hardenbergia and Boronia – a sign of an outstanding wildflower season coming up. Near Finchleys we called in to
check a small overhand and its Aboriginal artwork

Cowan to Brooklyn - 21 June 2021
Walkers: Frank (leader) and 6 Ramblers

The group after the hard uphill slog and morning tea overlooking Jerusalem Bay

Photos by Alan S

The Mountaineer Trail, Barrington Tops NP - 3 July 2021
Walkers: Malcolm (leader) and 7 Ramblers

The group poses at the locked gate entrance to the Mountaineer Trail which leads through magnificant Antarctic Beech forests to
the Gloucester Tops. Malcolm and Ingrid outside the SCC Hut which was built in 1975 by the Shortland County Council for the use
of its employees.
Photos by Arthur
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Monundilla Range Reconnoiter, Widden Valley - 26 to 30 July 2021
Walkers: Nick (Leader), David J, Coral, Angela B, and Alan T
The next and likely final leg of my Monundilla Range ridge walk which will hopefully be done next year is a substantial section
from Reubens Trail to 3 Ways. Given the distance, remoteness, and unreliable water a recon was arranged to determine
where a re-supply drop could be placed on the ridge.
We arranged to rent Bimbajah House on Pomany Station so we could do day walks. After arriving on the Monday, we drove
along Blackwater Creek to determine the state of the vehicle track there. After a short distance it was quite grown over.
Tuesday, we commenced an early day walk heading about 7km along Blackwater Creek track, where we could follow it, to the
bottom of a spur I had identified as a possible access point to the Monundilla Range ridge top. The walk in is a relatively flat
beautiful walk in the valley between the Monundilla and Coriaday Ranges. After some morning tea, we commenced the climb
up the steep spur which is just south of Flying Fox Saddle. Managing to make our way to the top after negotiating around one
tricky section involving a small cliff line, our recon objective was completed so we made our descent and return walk back to
the cars to complete a 16km day.

A Nick selfie with the group on the way up Mt Harris, and Coral and David on a roped section of the Mt Harris climb. Bimbajah
House on Pomany Station is available for rent – the Ramblers stayed here last year.

The next day, we explored up Backpack Creek to see if we could make our way to Bass Crater. We failed to get there after
encountering a cliff line that was impassible on the eastern side of the first side creek we had decided to follow as a handle
up. Next time we will attempt the western side of the creek that with further study looks like a more viable option. After returning
to the cars, we drove to the most southern end of Pomany Station to the Widden Creek crossing just inside the National Park.
Spectacular views on this drive.
On Thursday we walked from the House to the top of Mount Harris which is directly behind Bimbajah House. This was a
fantastic day walk with more spectacular views over the Widden Valley and beyond from the top. A small, fixed rope ascent to
reach the top was unexpected but easily negotiated.
The weather on the trip was perfect for walking. Thanks to all participants for an enjoyable week.
Report and photos by Nick

Panarama views north of the Widden valley taken on the Mt Harris climb, and the early morning walk up Blackwater Creek
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Highlights of Philippa and John’s Kimberley Trip by Camper-Trailer - May and June 2021
With great timing, John H and I completed a six-week trip to the Kimberley this autumn. As we and our travel buddies had
visited the region previously, we focussed on staying several days in a few locations, which made for a relaxed pace once
we’d hauled across the country to get there!
The first week or so was spent in the western end of the Northern Territory, at Judbarra/Gregory and Keep River national
parks, with some very scenic short walks which had to be undertaken early in the mornings to avoid the 35+ degree daytime
maximums. At this stage we were wondering what we had signed up for, but as May moved into June the temperatures rarely
exceeded 30 degrees – or perhaps we just got used it! We were starting to enjoy sightings of northern birds: jabiru, bee-eaters,
brolgas, blue-winged kookaburras, bowerbirds, and finches.
Having applied for WA’s “Good2Go” passes on-line before leaving home, our entry just east of Kununurra was uneventful,
more notice being taken by the food quarantine inspector than the border police. Kununurra was heaving with travellers, all
the more because the Ord Valley Muster was underway, setting the town to music and emptying the supermarket shelves
(which was disappointing because we had arrived with no fruit or vegetables from interstate). Mirima/Hidden Valley National
Park on the edge of town is a tiny gem of Bungle-like formations.

(l) John on the Escarpment Walk, Judbarra/Gregory National Park
(m) Ngawilbinbin Walk, Judbarra/Gregory National Park
(r) Mirima/Hidden Valley National Park, Kununurra

Our original plan had been to next head to Mitchell Falls. However, the long, late wet had postponed opening of the Kalumbaru
and Port Warrender Roads, so we brainstormed a less satisfactory alternative itinerary – quite challenging when most camps
required booking and were full. However, the patron god of travel smiled at the last moment and the road opened for the
season on the exact day we had planned to drive to Mitchell Falls. The walk from the camp to Mitchell Falls is beaut, with an
art and swimming diversion at Little Merten Falls. Walking out and back to the falls would not be difficult (though hot by midmorning), but the brief helicopter flight back to camp was really spectacular! For us, one of the trip highlights was bagging the
elusive black grass wren, endemic to Mitchell Plateau and notoriously elusive in spinifex. Our non-twitcher companions were
relieved that our stay didn’t have to be extended, as the birds were sighted without difficulty.
Another rewarding location was Munurru/King Edward River camp, with two extensive rock art sites and attractive riverside
camping, encouraging multiple cooling dips throughout the day.

(l) Crossing the King Edward River at Munurru and (r) the rock art at Munurru
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We had been fortunate to book camp sites at the Australian Wildlife Conservancy Wilderness Camps at Charnley River and
Mornington, about 50 km north and 100 km south of the Gibb River Road. Both had streamside camping areas with showers,
drives, walks, and pools. Each offered early morning guided birdwatching which allowed us to track down glorious Gouldian
finches. At Mornington we were able to hire kayaks to explore Dimond Gorge. Mornington also had a licenced outdoor
restaurant which was a pleasant change from self-catering. We spent five nights at Mornington and would have happily stayed
longer. In typical birdwatching experience, the purple-crowned fairy wrens that we had hunted for hours over several days at
Drysdale River were hopping around our camp at Mornington!

(l) Sunset at Sir John Gorge, Mornington Wilderness Camp and (r) Lily Pools, Charnley River Wilderness Camp

Back on the Gibb River Road, Bell Gorge was lovely but crowded with hikers and swimmers by mid-morning. Lennard River
Gorge was less popular with lovely views but no access to its pool – a good thing as we learnt afterwards that it was inhabited
by a saltie!
Mount Hart Wilderness Lodge campground was our next stop, again with leisurely days of short walks, clambering along
gorges, birdwatching, multiple daily swims – and an impossibly large serve of fish and chips at the lodge restaurant! From
Mount Hart our party limped into Fitzroy Crossing: our companions’ Pajero battery had failed, and we had discovered a slow
leak from our Prado auxiliary diesel tanks following a close encounter with a boulder in a water crossing a few days earlier.
An attempt to seal the tank failed, we were able to travel home before replacement but changed our route to avoid the fuelless 800 km Tanami Track to Alice Springs.
As we made our way home from Western Australia through the Northern Territory and South Australia it seemed as if each
border banged closed behind us, so we did feel that the timing of our travel had been so lucky.
What did I glean from this trip? If starting a Kimberley trip early in the dry season there is a risk that roads may not have
opened and plans may need to be changed on the fly – but the flowing streams, green-ness of the country, good condition of
the roads which were open, and array of birdlife made it a great time to be there. Gorges and camps near the “main” (i.e. Gibb
River) road were really crowded, mostly with Western Australians, some of whom told us with sad prescience that they were
reluctant to leave WA for fear that they would have to quarantine on return.
The AWC wilderness camps are absolute musts, worth the detours, worth the requirement of booking and worth stays of
several days. Essential packing items: hat fly net, binoculars and field guide/app, swimwear that is comfortable enough to be
worn under clothing all day for those numerous refreshing dips, and (probably) an Optus SIM as Optus seemed to have
cornered the market other than in the larger centres.

(l) Little Merten Falls and pool, Mitchell Falls National Park and (r) helicopter view of Merten and Mitchell Falls

Report and photos by Philippa
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A Visit to No.1 and No.2 Tunnels of the RVRT, Stockrington SCA – 14 July 2021
Walkers: Bob (leader), Malcolm, Ingrid, Jenni, Arthur, Craig, Peter, Rosemary, Sam, Sylvia
We approached this section of the rail trail from John Renshaw Drive, leaving cars parked at a gate 1.5km west of the turn off
to Mt Sugarloaf on the George Booth Drive and walking a short distance north to the old rail alignment. First, we walked west
to the No 2 Tunnel, and to dodge getting feet wet we opted to climb steeply over the ridge line to the other side, and a short
distance beyond we encountered the fine bitumen road mentioned in earlier reports of walks in this area. Morning tea was
pleasant on the side of the road before returning the way we had come with some of us preferring to walk through the tunnel
in ankle deep water for most of its length. It was a good thing we had brought torches.
Back to where we had started and remaining on the trail, we walked east to the No1 Tunnel. This tunnel is dry, and we followed
it through and continued to beneath the nearby expressway bridge. The supports of the bridge sport some fine street art and
nearby we found a small memorial to Danny See, a person who went missing in 2015. Back on the western side of the bridge
we paused for lunch.
The rail corridors and tunnels are in pretty good shape with not too much weed growth, however there are a few drainage
holes and adjacent track erosion which need attention. It was early in the wildflower season with some lovely wattles and
others in flower. It was nice mornings walk which we all enjoyed – some with very wet feet.
Report and photos by Bob

Malcolm is about to return through the flooded No 2 tunnel, and we found a small memorial located beneath the expressway bridge
near the end of the No. 1 tunnel

Arthur followed up two weeks after our walk to ride the length of the bitumen road to see where it finished up. It turns out to be an
ealier access to Buttai Quarry which is now accessed instead from the north.The quarry is still active and owned by Daracon
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Stockton Beach Dunes and Tin City, Worimi Conservation Lands – 28 July 2021
Walkers: Bob (leader), Malcolm, Ingrid, Lynne M, Jenni, Bacchus, Arthur, Noelene,David M

Ingrid, Jenni and Lynne are waiting for table service at one
of the Tin Huts

We were walking by 9.00am from the locked gate of Boyces Lane
in beautiful sunny warm weather, unlike the walk of last year which
was an arctic experience. After 400m south along Boyces Trail we
followed the Tank Trail west for about 2.5km before crossing the
extensive sand quarry and climbing to its perimeter track above.
At this point we were not sure which way to go, however opted to
head 500m south and were able to relocate the Tank Trail and its
line of tank traps installed during WW2 to protect Newcastle.
Before reaching the dune system we stopped for morning tea
surrounded by Paperbarks,emerging wildflowers and lots of birds.

The sand dunes as always were brilliant as we crossed south-east
to the ocean beach – the only prints in the sand being those of birds and animals. Behind the foredune system we crossed
several interesting shell middens and small wetland soaks. Once on the beach it was a most pleasant stroll north-east for 2km
(the tide was half way in and the surf break almost non existant) before pulling up short of the City for lunch in the shade
provided by a steep eroded bank. Looking out to sea there were no whales to be seen, although we did spot a sea eagle, sea
birds and a pod of dolphins.
Tin City itself appeared to be well maintained and tidy. We poked around there for half an hour or so and then climbed northwest above some pretty steep dunes to pick up Boyces Lane and return the 2km back to the cars. Thanks to Linda for
suggesting an afternoon tea at the Fighter World Café – top spot.
Report and photos by Bob

Images of some of the hut by Linda

The group ready for lunch on the beach ner Tin City. Linda near the new signage on the beach and remnants of WW2 invasion
traps
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A section of the installed tank traps along the Tank Trail. Looking back to Tin City as we climbed the steep dune system

Lock Down Walks - Redhead to Dudley, Awabakal Nature Reserve - 24 September and 4 October

Photos by Kate R

Photos by Jennifer
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Branxton Local History – 31 July 2021 – Linda’s Collection of Photos
Walkers: Col (leader) and several Ramblers
‘An urban ramble around Branxton and North Rothbury on a ridiculously gorgeous winter day - history, architecture, good
company and chat, with a top nosh at the pub to finish up. Thanks Col McCluskey’ - Linda

After a visit to the North Rothbury Northern Coal Lockout Site
lunch was enjoyed nearby at Royal Federal Hotel.

All of these interesting and well composed photos were
captured by Linda
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The Horse Run, Wollemi NP – 1 August 2021
Walkers: David (leader), Bob, Kate, Alan S, Peter C, Lynne M, Stacey, Sue H, Jennifer, Barry
‘I was amazed, given the prickly and overgrown scrub bash it turned out to be, how much laughter and happy chat punctuated
the day. All the rain earlier in the year had made everything grow so much. It is many, many years since I have seen water in
Spring Creek and everything so green. And the lovely afternoon tea at the end was just wonderful.’ – David
Photos by Kate

On the way up Spring Creek – there were bits of foot pads here and there, otherwise it was scrub bash all the way

In the Horse Run - a leisurely lunch and look around – we could not find the Aboriginal axe grinding grooves known to be upstream
on Spring Creek

A well-earned afternoon tea – it had been a rather energetic day
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Zoom General Meeting – 21 September 2021
Proposed Long Distance Trail Through Gondwana Rainforests
The speaker was Gavin Dale who talked about the proposed bushwalking trail linking all the Gondwana rainforests of Eastern
Australia, and for his talk he focused on the areas north from the Hunter.
Gavin is the Secretary of Bushwalking Queensland Inc. This year, Mount Barney Lodge, O’Reilly’s Rainforest Retreat, and
Binna Burra Lodge hosted a “Gondwana Festival” at which over three weeks - one week at each resort - visitors were taken
into the Gondwana Rainforests around Southeast Queensland. Due to the locations of these resorts, some people were
bussed between them. This spawned an idea to form a link trail between these areas and grew to trying to link all the World
Heritage Gondwana Rainforests of Australia in one long trail which would be iconic as there is no other like it in the world. The
trail initially thought to be multi-user, but due to the route, would be walker only and perhaps mountain biking. It parallels the
National Trail so the other travellers could use that instead.
Gavin then set about to see if such a trail was feasible and to establish the route, visiting some remote parks and others that
are difficult to access. There would be opportunity to use this trail as a backbone to feeder trails. Some accommodation
businesses along the trail have also been contacted and are in support of the idea.

‘I think tonight's meeting could be called a success, with 48 devices joined in. Some of them had two people watching. At
least 26 were Ramblers, but there were people from National Parks Association, Newcastle Bushwalking Club, Watagan
Wanderers and other organisations. Gavin's talk was not so much a presentation, as an introduction to the topic followed by
lots of interesting discussion. Most of the attendees just listened, but about a dozen people contributed. The session had a
good vibe, with the chance for people to talk to others from different clubs. Quite an enjoyable evening.’ David

Ash Island, Hunter Wetlands NP - 14 September 2021
Walkers: Nick, Alan T, Aileen, and Bob
Covid restrictions had been eased slightly the day earlier and there was a flurry of
walks in various LGAs which complied with the five-person double vax rules.
Nick was fast off the mark organising a 11km walk around Ash Island commencing
at the entrance carpark and following the perimeter tracks and roads along the
Southern Arm, Phoenix Flats, The Radar Station, Scotts Point and the Rainforest
Walk. The weather was cool with frequent light showers making walking most
pleasant. A bit of sunshine was enjoyed for morning tea at the Riverside Park.
The restoration of saltmarsh wetlands and rainforest by the Kooragang Wetland
Restoration Project completed over 30 years is truly amazing.
Thanks, Nick, for leading such an interesting walk
One of the interpretive sign images
based on the Scott sister’s artwork.

Note by Bob
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Heaton Lookout to Macleans Lookout, Watagan NP – 7 October 2021
Walkers: David M (leader) and Kate

Twilight City Walk – 14 October 2021
Walkers: Alan T (leader), Angela B, Peter J, Dale, Margaret, Peter C, Aileen, Kay, Bob and Pauline who joined in for fish and
chips at Scratchleys.

We paused in Cathedral Park to reflect on the planned ‘Spanish Stairs’ which will replace the City carpark below. Demolition of the
carpark had commenced earlier in the week.
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Pilchers Reserve Visit – 18 October 2021
Walkers: Nick (leader), Bob, Mary, Alan T, Alan S, Sue L, Graeme P, Pauline, Helen
Ten Ramblers explored Pilchers Reserve today. We followed the Dungog Council access road to Pilchers Mountain for
morning tea and good views south to Newcastle and north to the Barrington. The country looks great at the moment. Next, we
descended our way into the cool northern chasm and followed it through. Plenty of rock hoping. Then we walked east along
the top of the mountain to the eastern end of the reserve for lunch before making our way back to the cars. A fun day, thanks
to all participants for coming along. Nick

Nick, Mary and the group descending into the first of Pilchers Reserve gorges. The group surveys the local open grazing lands and
as a contrast looking below into the dense green rainforest vegetation of the gorge. Photos by Bob and Nick
Pilchers Reserve is 30.07ha in area and is a regionally significant stand of remnant dry rainforest with distinct topographic
features located in the Wallarobba Range, approximately 5 kilometres southwest of Dungog. The Reserve is located on the
southern face of Pilchers Mountain. The Reserve is at the southern limit of the normal distribution of this vegetation sub alliance
and is particularly rich in species diversity.
The topography of the Reserve has formed through a large sandstone bed moving downhill under the force of gravity on
groundwater-lubricated shale beds (England, 1982). The Reserve is dominated by five main disjointed gorges and several
smaller gorges that dissect the surrounding undulating landscape. The gorges generally run east to west for approximately one
kilometre, over a width of approximately half a kilometre. The gorges are composed of thick-bedded sandstone with
conglomerate sections. The base and sides of the wider gorge contain large angular sandstone blocks. The open gorges reach
a depth of 90 metres and typically have vertical walls, with widths ranging from approximately one metre to over 50 metres.
Large blocks wedged between the gorge walls have created several large caves and smaller caves have also formed There
are about 14 known caves within the Reserve including the largest chamber known as the “Bat Cave”.
Source: Pilchers Reserve Management Plan
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